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Best Short Hikes in Arizona
* More than 60 short Arizona hikes
(ranging from a fraction of a mile to just
over 7 miles round trip) * A mix of popular
hikes and little-known gems showcasing
scenic Arizona hiking* Many hikes in or
accessible from major metro areas plus
destination parks and landmarksDon and
Barbara Laine present the best of the best
of Arizonas short hikes-with an emphasis
on user-friendly. To make selection easy, a
Hikes at a Glance chart lists trails by
distance, elevation gain, difficulty, and
location. Other charts list hikes by best
places to admire rock formations, see
desert plant life, enjoy scenic views,
explore historic and prehistoric sites, relax
along a shady stream or lake, take the kids,
or see wildlife. Important details such as
entry fees, restrooms, drinking water, and
campground information are listed up
front; theres a map and elevation profile for
each hike. Thats to say nothing of the
breadth of experiences (from sandy desert
floor to steep mountainside and riparian
environment) awaiting you; or the detailed
trail descriptions with tips on where
Hollywood movies were filmed and
background on old cabins and mines. Most
hikes are rated easy or moderate-making
them perfect for families-plus a selection of
more strenuous hikes. Regions include the
Phoenix,
Sedona,
Tucson/southern
Arizona,
and
Flagstaff/northeastern
Arizona areas; the Grand Canyon (north
and south rims) and Petrified Forest
National Parks; and Organ Pipe and
Chiracahua National Monuments.
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4 kid-friendly hikes in Arizona - Sedona is consistently voted one of the most beautiful places in America and Hiking
in Sedona is the best way to absorb this beauty. These are Easy Hiking Best Summer Hiking Trails in Phoenix,
Arizona - Thrillist Jul 30, 2015 The trail heads up immediately, a short steep pitch to the crest of a hill Theres often
water in the road so its best to park here and cross the Top 10 Arizona Hikes - Luxe Adventure Traveler See all the
trails online from the book Best Easy Day Hikes: Phoenix by Stewart M. Preview: This short loop hike, following three
different trails, traverses a Easy Sedona Hikes Voted Easy Hiking Trails - Hike Sedona Jul 5, 2015 In collaboration
with our friends over at The Hike House, weve We compiled a comprehensive list of these 10 best Sedona hikes that
you . Left on AZ-179 1.0 miles. . fully embrace Mother Nature, we went on 2 beautiful hikes, one in the town of Sedona
called Brins Mesa Trail #119, recommended by Arizona Hiking Trails Most Popular Hiking Trails in Arizona Mar
7, 2016 Papago park Hole in the rock: Another easy and short hike in Tempe this hike start at Papago park and
depending on the trail you take it can be 5 Easy Hikes for Beginners in Metro Phoenix Phoenix New Times
Editorial Reviews. Review. A useful addition to any Arizona hikers library. (Arizona Republic) Best Short Hikes in
Arizona by [Laine, Don, Laine, Barbara]. : Best Short Hikes in Arizona eBook: Don Laine Explore the best trails in
Arizona with hand-curated trail maps and driving Dont be fooled by the short distance (4 miles) in afternoon sun and
heat you need to Best Short Hikes in Arizona Just Roughin It Mar 20, 2011 and I are looking for a short, easy to
medium difficulty hike near the Mesa, AZ area. best place to stay in Phoenix without breaking the bank. The Best Day
Hikes & Nature Walks in Arizona Frommers Jun 14, 2016 This area certainly has no shortage of great hikes.
Whether you venture to North Scottsdale or South Phoenix, travel east to Apache Junction, 10 Best Family Hikes in
Phoenix Whether youre looking for a strenuous trek or an easy stroll, theres a hike for everyone in Arizona and you can
find the best hikes in Arizona including Arizona Best Short Hikes in Arizona - Google Books Result Explore the best
trails near Mesa, Arizona with hand-curated trail maps and driving directions as well Fun trail, only did a short hike but
will be back to finish. Best Easy Day Hikes: Phoenix Guide Book - Top 10 Arizona hikes - A rugged land of
deserts, canyons, mountains, and forests, Arizona is an its pages all the information you need to hike the very best short
hikes in Arizona. The Best 10 Hiking for 2017 in Tucson, AZ - Yelp Here are the top 10 hiking locations to enjoy this
spring. Deem Hills West. Toms Thumb, North Side. Waterfall Canyon in White Tank Mountains Regional Park. Papago
Park. Wind Cave Trail. Piestewa Peak Summit. Phoenix Sonoran Preserve. Alta Trail in South Mountain. The Best
Short Day Hikes in Flagstaff, Arizona WanderWisdom Best Trails near Scottsdale, Arizona So here is my list of
the top 10 Arizona hikes that will have you heading to REI and planning your next trip to Arizona: Camelback Mountain
in Phoenix, AZ. Flat Iron in the Superstition Mountains at Lost Dutchman State Park. Four Peaks Wilderness Arizona.
Bright Angel Trail at Grand Canyon. Havasupai Falls. Best Trails near Mesa, Arizona Picacho Peak State Park (south
of Casa Grande): The hike up this central Arizona landmark is short but strenuous, and from the top there are superb
views out I Heart AZ: Kid-Friendly (and Pet-Friendly) Hikes in the Phoenix Area Nov 2, 2015 Families can enjoy
a short, easy hike on the barrier-free Merkle Trail. 5 best Valley parks for activities kids love Board games: the fun
path to Best Trails near Tucson, Arizona Nov 22, 2016 Theres a great trail for every skill level within a short drive
from anywhere in Greater Phoenix. Check out our guide to the best hikes in Phoenix. 5 popular family hikes in or
around metro Phoenix - Raising Arizona May 18, 2016 Want to see some beautiful blue landscapes in Arizona? This
1 mile trail in Petrified Forest is a good option if youre looking for a short walk on Where is a short, easy hike near
Mesa, AZ - Phoenix Forum Jul 31, 2013 With proper hiking shoes, a good amount of water, and comfortable clothes,
McDowell Mountain: Wagner Short Loop Trail A 1.6-mile flat trail 11 Easy Hiking Trails In Arizona - Only In Your
State Oct 29, 2015 I hesitate to call them the best in all of Arizona, but they certainly could . The short loop through
Heart of Rocks is the craggy core of the park, Best Hikes in Phoenix - Visit Phoenix I am listing below the places I
would like to visit while in AZ and just wanted to know if The trail has good footing and it involves some short up and
down areas. Best Hikes in Arizona Guide Arizona Highways Magazine Explore the best trails near Tucson, Arizona
with hand-curated trail maps and driving directions as well as detailed reviews and photos from hikers, campers and
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